SOUNDS BEFORE LETTERS

Our partners at Boogie Mites share how musical activities can strengthen
foundations for learning phonics, and offer some activity ideas to practice together at
home
Phonics is used to teach children to read and write, by matching sounds of spoken English with
letters. Parents are often keen to help their children with phonics, but they mistakenly think it is
about learning the letters. It is important to understand that strong sound (phonological)
awareness must come before letters.
Research shows that phonological awareness at age 3-5 is the best predictor for reading and
writing skills, therefore, it is the most important foundation for school ready literacy. Indeed, trying
to learn the alphabet, letter names and symbols, before the phonological foundations are in place
can be detrimental to reading, like building a house on sand.
Phonological awareness is all about hearing sounds in the order in which they occur within a word.
Music practice helps children develop a higher awareness of sounds.

Developing Phonological Awareness through Music Practice

Regular or daily participation in active music-making (e.g. singing and percussion activities), with
and without backing music, will develop melodic and rhythmic awareness skills. This helps to
strengthen children's ability to process what they are hearing and develop their phonological
awareness. As a bonus, these music skills also lay strong foundations for cognitive function
generally.
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Try It Yourself!

You don't need to be a musician to lead brain-boosting music-making activities for your little one!
Here are 3 key areas with tips for activities that you can practice at home to support development
of strong foundations for phonics, and boost cognitive function generally:
1. Move to the beat with your child, keeping the beat using body percussion, movement and
instruments. Music with a strong steady drumbeat will maximise the potential to develop rhythmic
awareness.
• Use instruments to keep the beat, such as shakers, sticks and drums.
• Keep the beat with actions - marching, bobbing up and down, body percussion such as
clapping, stamping and thigh-tapping.
• Play along with different styles of recorded music with a strong drumbeat.Create rhythmic
patterns of sounds, actions, body percussion sequences and words.

2. Listening to musical arrangements from birth helps to develop pitch and melodic awareness.
Encouraging children to listen to and sing daily, with a wide range of melodies, will help them to
develop an awareness of pitch, tempo, dynamics and to refine their ability to hear and sing in tune.
• Use the call-and-response method for leading sequencing of vocal sounds and instrumental
sounds. Sing or say the words, and encourage your child to repeat the after you.
• Play listening games with different musical sounds representing different actions/sounds.
• Play and sing along with different styles of recorded music with a catchy melody, and
introduce harmonies.
• Use songs/rhymes to tell stories. This helps to develop expression in storytelling skills, and
is supported by the dynamics, tempo and lyrics of the song.

3. Playing with words through musical activities that focus on the sequencing will maximise the
development of phonological awareness. Specifically, the repetition of sounds, actions and
syllables.
• Finish the rhyme line with rhyming words; play with rhyming pairs within a song.
• Use tapping sticks to tap out the rhythm (syllables) of words within a song.
• Exaggerate the individual units of sound within words.

Make It Fun!

Children develop an interest in things they think we are interested in, so we need to demonstrate
an interest in sounds all around us. We need to make the music activities fun and enjoy them
ourselves! The music used should be engaging and inspiring for all involved. Use funky, modern,
upbeat recorded music as well as a capella activities.
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